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About MMJ
We are the premier publicly-listed cannabis investment vehicle in Australia
MMJ owns a portfolio of minority investments and seeks investments across the full range of emerging cannabisrelated sectors including healthcare, technology, infrastructure, logistics, processing, cultivation, equipment, and
retail.
The Company has a proven track record in acquiring and realising significant value from its cannabis and hemp
related investments.
One of the Board’s key aims is for the share price to trade at a premium to Net Asset Value given the potential
returns from portfolio companies which include investments in private cannabis and hemp businesses which are
on a short path to public listing or sale of the business.
MMJ provides its shareholders with:
a)

An established portfolio of investments - primarily by securing investments in private cannabis businesses
and participating in book-building for capital raisings which are not generally available to Australian retail
and institutional investors.
b) A track record of strong market and financial discipline identifying opportunities and bottlenecks in the
cannabis value-chain in markets and acting quickly.
c) Significant leverage to the success of MMJ’s largest investment in the strategic 26% shareholding in
Harvest One Cannabis which is a global cannabis company that develops health and wellness products.
d) The benefits of an investment origination network that has provided access to investments in businesses
capitalising on opportunities in Australia, Canada, United States of America, and Europe, which are large
and growing recreational and medicinal markets.
e) A strategic relationship with Embark Ventures, MMJ’s specialist management company, which manages
MMJ’s portfolio of investments.
MMJ’s Investments sit across most of the cannabis and hemp value chain
Capital allocation is biased towards potential market leaders, consolidators and takeover targets:

Since 2015 MMJ has created a significant number of investment opportunities from its connections in Canada
and Australia in the private investment sector and realised exits when it is to MMJ’s benefit.

